The BYU Family History Technology Lab is a non-profit student research lab sponsored by Brigham Young University’s Computer Science department. We’re dedicated to lowering the entry barrier into family history work by providing simple, usable, and enjoyable family history apps.
RELATIVE FINDER

Ever wonder if you’ve got some long-lost cousins out there? Relative Finder allows you to see how you are related to friends, coworkers, prophets, historical figures, and more! Use our community features to connect with your relatives from around the globe!

relativefinder.org

VISUALIZE

PEDIGREE PIE
75% Irish. 100% You

ONE PAGE GENEALOGY

FAMILY CALENDAR
Export important events

RESEARCH

VIRTUAL PEDIGREE
Effortless browsing

TREE SWEEPER
Find and fix errors

DESCENDANCY EXPLORER
It's Temple time!

PLAY

GENEOPARDY
Prove your knowledge

WHEEL OF FAMILY FORTUNE
It pays to know your ancestors

ANCESTOR GAMES
Personalized family games

RECORD QUEST
A game for kids

BROWNIE
Do family history faster